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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Crime Scene Confidential: Slasher
by EW Bradfute is a suspenseful cop mystery about a killer so terrifying he can only be described as
the modern day Jack The Ripper. Ordinary beat cop Alexander Stephens responds to what he thinks
is an assault on a local college student, but he soon finds out it was an attempted murder. What
could this innocent college student have done to deserve such a violent attack? The killer then leaves
his terrifying mark on the college campus as he claims his victims one by one. However, things cut
too close to home for Stephens when his partner becomes the latest victim of the brutal murderer.
Stephens must now pull himself together and work with his newly assigned partner, William
Bradfute, to get this crazy killer off the street for good! Crime Scene Confidential: Slasher is just the
beginning of a twist-and-turn filled novella series following Stephens through the world of dark
crime. This new crime series will keep readers hooked book after book while wondering to the very
end who done it.
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of. Demetr is Ra u III
This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that
this is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino B la nda
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